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B-198192 

To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report summarizes 21 major weapon system reports 
we issued during January and February 1980. Our purpose 
is to focus attention on the principal issues that we 
found to be common among several weapon programs. The 
report also serves as a quick reference to all our major 
acquisition work during the past 12 months. 

For the past several years, we have reported annually 
to the Congress on selected major weapon systems to provide 
information on programs for which funding is requested. 
We hope this consolidated report will be useful in your 
deliberations. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Director, 
office of Management and Budge 
Defense. 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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SYNOPSIS 

The Department of Defense (DOD9 plans to Spend several 
hundred billion dollars during the next few years to acquire 
and modernize its major weapon systems, and the Congress 
must decide annually upon the necessary level of funding. 
The issues disclosed each year about these weapon programs 
may affect the amount of funds the Congress wishes to author- 
ize and appropriate. 

We conduct annual reviews of selected weapon systems to 
provide the Congress with information on program issues and 
problems. Our work during 1979 culminated in 21 reports 
issued to the Congress, committee chairmen, and the Secretary 
of Defense during January and February 1980. The issues 
identified in out reports are grouped into 17 categories. 
As shown in the chart on page 2, about 59 percent of these 
issues would have a direct impact upon the weapon system's 
mission effectiveness--that is, how well the weapon could 
be expected to accomplish its intended purpose when threat- 
ened by a major hostile force. The remaining 41 percent 
are program acquisition issues requiring management decisions 
or improvements. 

Our 21 reviews were initiated independently of each 
other, so we did not have any preconceived notions as to 
what issues should be studied in depth. Therefore, the issues 
identified in the chart are not intended to represent all 
of the problems or questions associated with the weapon pro- 
grams reviewed, Nor do we consider all the issue categories 
to be independent of each other because some of the categories 
are very closely related. The chart merely combines the 
issues we found and reported on and focuses on what we con- 
sider to be more important. Each issue may become more or 
less serious over time depending upon how DOD chooses to 
address it. 

DESCRIPTION OF ISSUES w-,---w --- 

As shown in the chart, the majority of issues affecting 
the weapon systems' mission effectiveness are concerned with 
operational or performance limitations, survivability or 
vulnerability, availability, requirements, and reliability. 

A weapon system's operational OK performance limitations 
- are inhibiting conditions based upon the threat environment 

in which the system is expected to operate and the capabili-' 
ties designed into the system. In some casesp DOD testing 
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A weapasn syst.em’s availability is the degree in which _ .-_. l.-.*-ll--“-_ll ___I_ 
it is in an operationar state sf readirxess %Q pesfoKm its 
missian and I therefore I capable of being committed to battle 
at any time. Sume of the weapon systems we reviewea were 
not expected to have adequate subsystems or” related support- 
ing systems in a tirnefy znanner ts be able to operate with 
the primary system. Other systems showed potentially 
deficient readiness charactc-rii%i.cs because the availability 
Qf basic delivery ~~~~%fQ~~lS 3.r vehicles was questisnable. 
One individual System was not expzcted to achieve its 
availabilit:y goaf because the SeLviCe was experiencing a 
bruader pr obl~em--- an inadequate logistic sys’tem. 











The Fort Knox tests provided rchc opportunity 
to asses3 contractos moddficati ns n-ed~ be- 
cau3e iaf earlier failures in the XMP8r; mohil- 
ity* The principa P prloblems in those tests 
were the XMT"s tendency to frequently throw 
its track "in certain sof omditions, Ww+ 
tion of dirt into the en ine damaging its b- 
ternal parts, 4. filtePs, ma%func- 
tions in the fuel. and water and 
fuel pump- failures which cut t 
fuel to the engine causing it 
incidences of track throwing oy: ~~~~~~~~~ dirt 
ingestion occllsrred in the t stiwl at FQrt 
Knox * 









Taking all. these together--tke testing still to come, 
the likelihcmd that the system’s full potential will ;2Gk 
be realized in the early years of its deploym?r~ts and the 
fact that: several majur Army prC.qrarnS aKe vying for 
procarernen”; funds simultaneously-- it, would appear tu be in the 
Army's interest for the Mms acquisitisn to follow the more 

eonscrvat%ve approach of fwrthex pxcpving the system hefctre 
produc:%:i.ork. 



in. the counter fire role al.one was 55s significant that they 
eoultl see rm reason far requiring further demonstration of 
MLRS perfarmance beymd what it YLCIW has scheduled prior 
to the production decision. They also believe Pirefinder's 
testirlg with other artiI.l.ery systems has created sufficient 
co:aEidence that it will work effectively with MLRS. 

CPfficials in the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
were more guarded in their assessment of the program. They 
are concerned akmut t'he concurrency arnd believe further 
testing may be needed befare MLRS" reliability is suffi- 
ciently proven tQ SuppQrt a praduction decision. 

However, concerning our first recommendation, both 
Army and Defense officials cori%end that they should 
not delay MLRS' beginning produr~tion simp.Ly because it 
will not have been tested with any of the associated 
Bystems naw in developmenk. 'They point. to the target 
acquisition systems that are already deployed which can 
be used with MLKS. 

In our opinion, these systems, because of their 
limitations, fall short of meeting the sophisticated 
needs of MLRS. They depend almast totally cm manual. 
operation and consequently cannot be linked up with 
TACFICRE. Their target identification capability is 
iITp~C?Ci.SC?, and their respsnse time is slow+ Therefore, 
the value tc:, be gained from earlier deployment of MARS 
with these target acquisition systems is questionable. 

Army officials agreed with our second recommendation 
and said that force s truct"ure trade-offs inva.lving 
equipment and other elements are in fact naw being studied. 

” 





LIMTP~.‘ED TESTTWG REFOKE PRODUCTION ...l-..-...L” -..-. - -_.- -... . . ..- - -.._ ---.-l..-_ll_l_l- __-_.__. - .__-_..__ ___.. _._ 



SOME DEGRADATION MAY OCCUR ..-- 
IN BATTLEFIELD ENVIRONMENT -..-__ - 1__--. 

Whi.le the Army anticipates a considerable improvement 
over Vulcan, DIVAD may experience some degradation in Certain 
battlefield conditions, particularly when operating in its 
radar mode l 

klth~ugh both contractors are using existing radar 
systems as the basis for their OIVAB prototypes, modifica- 
tions to these systems and fabrication of new components 
are necessary in order for the radar to be compatible 
with the air defense role. The ability of DIVAD’s acquisi-. 
tion and track radar to meet the required performance param- 
eters is not yet known. The Army considers this cri.ticaPly 
important and a technical risk 11 

An Amy cost and operational effectiveness study shows 
that in certain electronic countermeasure environments, the 
DIVAD acquisition radar’s range will be reduced. 

The Army” s strategy provides for considerable concur- 
reney. Only about half of the scheduled engineering 
development period will have expired when the Army plans tc, 
begin production. Information available at that time wil3.. 
not include critical data an either candidat2’s d:~rabiii.ty 
and maintainability. These are central to the successful 
deployment of any weapon system, We believe it would be 
consistent with th,e !ilamyas concern S;‘or maintaining a highly 
competit.:,ive environment in this program to evaIua.te both 
competing candidates in these two very critical areas. 

The Army also appears to be r;inning a high risk in 
deferring other’ tests which its own test and evaluation 
ayencies feel are critical to their assessments of DIVAD. 
We believe it would be appropriate that the Army review 
the curren’z test p1.a.n to determine which of the deferred 
tests J i.n addition to the durakjility a.nd 3aintainabiBity 
tests ,r should 563 addecl before the production decision, 



RECOMMEYDATIONS ----I- .--- -.,-----.- 

AGENCX COEJlMENTS “-l-“,l--,l-l--.l-l~---.- 







A 1978 study by the Army Training and Doctrine Cormand's 
Infantry School_ indicates that tr- ye proposed dismounting of six 
infantry men may 3x2 insufficient for a ccarrplishing the mecha- 
nized infantry's mission. Conseyuently ) the Army is eonsi- 
dering either enlargirlg the infact ry squad or increasing the 
number r;sf vehicles in each mecharaized infantry unit. 

At. one time, an l.l-man squad was tieing considered fox 
.KFTJ: of which 9 would dismolant and 2 remain inside. PECtly 
kecause of configuratjwn changes to the vehicle which reduced 
the interior space, the sqund si3e was reduced to nine. 

The Infantry School"s s,tudy was used in a report on IFV 
prepared aL your request to consider, among 'other matters, 
possible alternatives to IFV. This is the latest completed 
study on squad effectiveness. T-he study shcwed the following 
levels of enemy kills for a force of IFVs where seven or five 
men, instead of nine, are able to dismount. 

Percent Xilled Compared to Case -__I.__-_ ---11_- .------.----- 
mere 9 Men can Dismol,lnt. __I_- _-__. -_-- __._- -_-.--_X_.-.- _--._- - 

7 meri vs. 9 men 5 men vs I) 9 men _-.-._ -_-.----_--_- .._I___-_________-_ 



:1;COF’E OF REVIEW ._._.. . . ̂ ” I_- -1 --_.II ..-^._ _ ._-.._. -__ 
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MAVY PRQGli?AMS 
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STATUS OF THE NAVY'S AEGlS WEAPClN SYSTEM -~-_I-- II___~ _---__"-__-__l_~~. 

AND DDG-47 SHIPBUILDINq .PROG~~ --------~1 

U.S. naval surface forces eannot presently counter the 
Soviet ability to launch high-intensity, antiship missile 
attacks. Because of continued advancements in technology, 
this threat is expected to become more difficult to counter 
in the future. 

The Aegis weapon system is an advanced antiair warfare 
system being developed to provide the Navy with an improved 
defense against the air threat in the 1980s. The system is 
composed of phased array radars, high-power illuminators to 
guide missiles, advanced missile guidance, high-firepawer 
missile launchers, and a fast reaction command and control. 
system. To accommodate Aegis, a new class of destroyers-- 
DIX-47 l.J-- is being constructed+ 

The Aegis system will be more capable than current 
anti-air warfare systems s Although it is planned to use 
t'he Standard Missile (SM) (SM-1 and SM-2 missiles), Aegis 
is to have a superior capability during heavy jamming. It 
is also ta have the ability to cancurrently intercept 
multiple targets. 

System improvements planned include replacing the 
current MK-26 I.aunchers with a n,ew vertical launcher. This 
will provide faster reaction time and aILso allow more missiles 
to be stored onboard. The Navy plans to increase the number 
of missiles and illuminators available to an aegis ship 
by integrating it wi.th other ships having anri.aP:r warfare 
systems * 

The Aegis weapon system has entered limited production, 
and the construction contract for the DDG-47 lead ship izas 
been awarded and construction started. 

The conventionalLy powered DDG-47s are C~rrentXy the 
anXy ships designated as Aegis ships* .According ta Lhe 
approved fiscal year 1980 plan, there wi.14. he 3.6 DDG-47s 
at an estimated cost of about $15 bil.bion. Some cGr~cerns 
and potential problems exist. Foremost; are wec~is availability 

&/The Navy recently changed the designation 3;f tf'1i.s shig to 
"'Cc+47 1) I' 
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A draft. of this report was reivkewed by offi- 
cials associated with the management of the 
prOgram, and kheir’comments have been incor- 
porated a6 appropriate, 
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resolved. This does not, howevery prevent 
the need, at the very beginning of full- 
scale development,, fox a complete disclosure 
of program uncertainties and the potential 
impact on c03%~ schedule, and performance 
goals. 

RECONMENDATIQNS 

The Secretary of Defense should: 

--Identify the potential increases or decreases 
in program cost due to the many uncertain- 

ties which still have to be resolved. 
Related potential impact on schedule and 
performance goals should also be shown. 

--Assure that the high cost of the MX system 

is adequately analyzed in %he crsntext QZ 
the overala DOD budge% to determine if it 
is affordable and whether any other major 
weapon system programs would have to be 
terminated or delayed, 

--Expedite efforts %o establish a memorandum 
of agreement with the Secretary of the 
Interior setting forth a time-phased action 
plan which will allow public land to be 
withdrawn for the MX weapon sytem. This 
information should include a listing of 
statutory requirements which cannot be 
satisfied within prescribed rime frame3 
and, therefore, may require special con- 
gressional action, 

--Identify the changes to the Mm weapon system 
that may be required without arms oontrol 
agreements. If these changes ifivolve 
construction of more shelters, information 
should be provided identifying (1) the 
additional land, electricity, water, and 
construction materials needed and {a) the 
availability of tfaose resource3. 

AGENCY COMMENTS ___-------- -- 
This report was reviewed by agency officials 
associated with the rna~ag~~~~~% of the program, 
and their comments have been ~~~~~~o~~t~~ as 

appr0piate. 
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---Fund the PLSS prograsl at a minimum ievcl. unti1 
a DSAKC evaluation is completed r;euld a Department. 
af Defense decision is made on whether PLSS 
is cost effective for the sel.ecled, missian. 

--Take action to emsure that the weapc”n and PLSS 
development schedules are closmpatibIx and t.h,at 
sufficient funds will. be available tr.l finance 
bath PLSS and weapon development. progxams j.JT 
PLSS is to have a strike capability with a. 
standoff weapnn, 



:!:6 Y.'M!I:RE Ifr NEED FOR THE AIWANCED STRATEGIC ."_."-."l ,..- I .._l._l., I --_ _. "----_._--.-~--- Il_---_.lt-"-l 

The ASALM dcveZapment program is structured to include 
a twc~--c:c3rTAt.r act:clr 8 competitive subsystem demonstration/ 
ver1idat~ion phase followed by a one-contractor, full-scale 
en"cg inerrh'iiiq development phase. The total. development cost 
QI” the /\SAl.Jd pra7gram thrclugh fiscal year I.986 is estimated 
t,. 6 be $ 2 G i I 1. i c7 13 4 and the total procurement cost is 
est,kmat.~d to k.3~: ~$5~4 billion based an a quantity of L,5110 
m i s s i 3 Et 5. * 











AGENCY COMMENTS 

This report was reviewed by agency officials associated 
with the management of the B-52 aircraft modernization 
programs, and their comments have been incorporated in the 
report as appropriate. These officials generally agreed 
with our conclusions and recommendations. 
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PEAIJNTNG ‘THE STXATF’GIC BOMBER FORCE 3%‘ .-. -.-...--A--..-.-.---!-----L- --.--...~--..- 





W r~~cimnend that the Secretary of Defense reconciPe 
the ddffe~ences between his concPusions and those reached 
by SA:l. To narrow the differences in future analyses of 
the strariegic offerksive f0rcesg we arecommend the Secretary 
of De.fense: 

---~stak~Xish more precise guidance on the desired 
capabil ities of the strategic offensive forces. 

---Evaluate the Critical assumptions and analytical 
approaches used to make comparative force pro- 
j e c t i cl l-1 s * 
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CHAPTER 5 

JOINT PROGRAMS 
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--Expedite preparation of a CtiCA AYENS. 

--Initially approve only a limited production 
quantity of ALCMs and postpone the full-scale 
production decision until remaining tests of the 
total weapon system can be conducted to confirm its 
capabilities V 

--Determine the potential adverse effects on the 
ALCM initial operational capability (ICC) date as a 
result of program delays due to extended or additional 
development testing. In addition, t.he Congress should 
be advised of the effect that a delay will have on the 
strategic balance. 

--Verify the quantities of ALCXs needed and ensare that 
the production capability exists to meet this demand. 

--Evaluate the need for the nuclear land attack SLCH 
program and, if it is positive, demonstrate it by 11: 
approving the DCP and HENS to validate the wea.pon’s 
role and requirement and (2) developing plays for pro- 
curing and deploying the missile. 

--Xeview the results of ongoing studies sf lor;g- 
range conventional weapons. If they show a need for 
a conventional land attack SSCM, direct the savy to 
conduct development as a separate program so that it 
will be required to praceed through each of the 
decision points established for all mayor system 
acquisitions beginning with validation of mission 
need, 

--Establish realistic program inventary objei=it_l;ves 
for all sea-launched variants. 

---rYonitor the Navy’s actions to reso?ve t & r a i: t-, 1 !“-j nz 
and terminal guidance uncertainties In the ‘: ancl.shsi,p 
sic!4 program. 

--Complete preparation of the DC? for GiCM 
which will address mission need and include 
design-to-cost goals. 

--Identify the additional cruise missile engine 
development work needed and the time required 
to reach a final engine production configuration, 



--Assess the costs and benefits of proceeding with an 
eng ins full-scale production decision before develop- 
in-lent is complete and reliability is assured. 

--Closely mozitfrr the results of engine storage 
testing to ensure the engines meet storage 
specificaticns. 

--Evaluate current operational requirements for the 
air-launched variant of the engine and accelerate 
n e a r - t e r m engine improvements if demonstrated 
pzrformance falls short of what is needed. * 

--Determine the extent of the problem of usability 
of TERCOM source data and give coLlection of source 
data top priority. 

The Secretary of the Navy should ensure that the project 
office adhereis to Office of ‘Management and Budget Circular 
A-109 regarding competition in developing a cruise missile 
precision guidance capability, if that capability is added 
to an existing cruise missile or becomes ?art of a future 
cruise missile operational requirement. 

AGENCY COMMENTS _ll.---y-- 

Th.is report was reviewed by DOD officials associated 
with management of the cruise missiles program. Their 
comments have been incorporated as appropriate. 

71. 



SYSTEM--HOW IMPORTANT IS IT? --* ---- Ie-p^,--,-yI-.c I. 

The slow progress and ineffective ma~ag~~a~t 
c4f the program t(3 develop the Joint Tacticaf 
information Distribution System ana xecent 
actions by the Office of the S~~K~taK~ Qf 
Defense raise questioxrs about the crucial, 
need for and high priority of the Syste 

The system, which has estimated life-cycle 
costs of $7 t will. transm 
ceive data b useE”s equippe 
minals in surveillance # ~~%is~b~~a~~~~ war- 
fareg attack and EighteK aircraft, ground 
centerl s and comma.nd pc~sts, and naval surface 
ships and snbmar ines D Ba%h %he Air Force 
Tact:ica%. Air CQmma,nd and the Navy be.lieve 
the raeed for the Sys Ilt.em is of high priority, 



ce of the secretary of ense has 
some 0% these issues but simiban 

problems continue to adverselly affect system 
development* Fsr example: 

--Operational testing is till limited, 

--Service requirements have nest been irrilly 
establ ishea * 

--A full Defense System Acquisi%ion Review 
Council meeting has again been pastpona 
un%il June 1330. 

--Key Joint Program Office pemmx!l con%%nue 
to change e 

--Potential. integration problems csntinue., 











ability to destroy targets and are to be studied in 
developmental and operational testing. Test plar-ls t.:, 
determine the significance of these weaknesses are sti.?i 
being developed. 

LASER-GUIDED MISSILE ----I -- 

The Air Force canceled its procurement requireria.er'rts for 
a laser-guided Maverick missile in August 1978 because its 
operational effectiveness was questionable. CK itcical issues 
such as (1) the capability of the laser Maverick missil.e in 
some situations a,nd (2) the survivability and uti,i~.t.y of 
laser designators are still unresolved. In additi.ora, the 
Army canceled its requirements for the laser seeker*, used ir, 
the Maverick. The Army selected another seeker whii::h tests 
less and performs better in the Army's 'operating c~~vi,u:onrnen~z. 

After canceling its requirements in 1978, the Ai.r F:::jrce 
restructured the laser-guided missile d~v~a,~,?~~~‘~~ to sa'2:j.sfy 
Navy and Marine Corps requirements for the laser Xa~ezick, 

Within a year, Navy official.s said that due t.0 fundi.tq 
priorities they no longer planned to procure the Base?.:.,* 
guided missile for an antiship rale, but planned to p~llcure 
the imaging infrared-guided version instead. me e",a~ i GE! 
COKPS f however I still wants the laser-guided ~n~.sr;il~~~: L lirr '- 
like the Air Force and Navyy the Marine Corps e?2:4-pf.;j.S F;. 6 
use personnel on the ground with laser designator:: to locate 
targets, Questions still remain, however,, air; t0 whC;Ithi?r %hc~ 
missile (1) will have more than only 9imited use in certain 
operational environments and (2) wi1.1. be cost efi:e:r.:ti.vc >?I 
view of the other services" canceling the i.1: procttrE:?Tn+:x91 in&.= 
quirements * These questions will have tc, be aIlswe?!: Eli'! i r" 
the Air Force's development testing 2nd the N:ii*q@ ;:; and 
Marine Corps" missile opesationah testing, 



Tht1:~ alternate warhead"s fragmentation pattern requires a 
gr~3tt3r: dc?lay in fuze arming after launch than the standard 
waxrkLeaa t.o provide aircraft safety in the event of early 
deko;~ia',:i.cln u The fuzing delay increases the missile's mini- 
mli1.171 I.ili;ench n:ahge F but Department of Defense officials claim 
t tici I. iii 0 n f" tr i. 2"' i"~"" 7 insignificant because missiles are generally 
I tiwunched at rn~ch greater ranges than the stated minimum to 
enhance aircraft survivability. 

“““” I ,,,. “” .,.... ..:.!! S %NGLk: Pt, I L EA’(JNGHEX b i . . . - _“-.._- --.- -.-_-- 

Tisc sinqILe rail launcher was designed to supplement Air 
F 0 isI c E? t-x iple- eai3.. launchers and to satisfy Navy equipment 
requircrnerrts n The single rail launcher gives the Navy its 
initial Naverick missile carriage capability and the Air Force 
its tp-?ratring flexibility. 

In &:termining operating requirements, the Air Force 
de~id~"d that each A-10, A-7 r ahd F-46 aircraft needs two single 
r+,x;l launchers and two triple rail launchers, This degree 
of .laun~::he~ flexibility for the three aircraft appears 
y 1.3 e 9 t i 0 % 1 a k.l I e sinccr these aircraft have just two missile 
~,"ai,inchi.q skatiun,s. Furthermore, (1) a percentage of these 
;,,jrcsA,"'i. .,*I "2 I ~"re casually not operationally ready all of the time, 
(2) ~31.3. oi,~:ratiorxaZ aircraft are not generally flying missions 
at khe &t"i11;r? t.irne, (3) some aircraft may be carrying other 
~~F::I.E\I~ ;dt..!..ack weapons besides Maverick, and (4) all airborne 

-~~-~~ns~~~e that the Air force conducts imaging infrared 
rrli!.lisjI,e ~~~~~~~~~~~t~~ and operational testing in a 
red1 i s81i.c hat:tieEield environment a (The scenario 
s!,~~:auld i.nc?,ude tank gun firings I battlefield fires, 



simulated artillery impact explosions, and inten- 
tional enemy countermeasures,) 

--Monitor the test results to ensure tha”i: the imaging 
infrared missile operational problems are c~rrectecl 
or reduced to an acceptable level before deciding 
to produce the missile. (This should include the 
impact of the operational problems in perfrsrming 
close air support,) 

-Assess the operational value and cost effecteveness 
of the Laser-guided Maverick for the Marine Corps 
considering the (1) issues critical to its operational 
effectiveness that Led to the Air Forcr;f’s cancellation 
of its procurement plansI ( 2 j potentially high unit 
cost. for the reduced quantity required, and (3) alter- 
native solutians, such as the imaging infrared-guided 
Maverick with a target aequisitisn deQiCt2 * 

--Moni.“ccrr Maveri,ek testing to ensure that the impact 
of the alternative warhead’s weight on missile per- 
formance is a,cceptable * 

-‘-I Evalua,te the appropr i..a,t.eness of the tr iplc and 
single rail 4.auncher ratio for the Maverick-capable 
aircraft; direct a redccti.an in the Sauncher-aircraft 
ratxio if’ installation requirements are overstated; 
ensure that any reduced requirements are consi,dered 
beEore launcher procurement; and ensure thaf- excess 
lai~nchers are applied again,st instaBlation, sparei A. 
and mobil iza,ti.on restarve requirements ., 

AGENCY COMMENTS -_~,_.-.“-. .I .I_,---- ---.“.I -- I__ 

A draft rrf this report was revi.ewed by agency officials 





Although the initial requbreraent was for an inex~w-dve 
missile that could be used in large quantities, the services 
are now faced with a HARM that may well be too expensive 
to buy in the quantities needed e3r txx2 costly to cpwz against 
many of its targets, 

As high as HARM costs are nowB cost increases are likely 
as the program incura addi,tional delays. 

After 7 years of MAWM ~~ev~~~o~rne~~~ the Navy ai3d Air Force 
still need an effeckive, Lc~w-cost antiradiation missil.e. 
Evidence that we have examirled I.eads us to doubt wrSether 
HARM can meet this need, The current technical status and 
past history of NARY development delays lend Iittle confidence 
to the Navy's current prediction for delivery of operationa% 
missiles, 

Currently HARM is in fu1.1.-scale de~e~~~~~~t~ In QUK 
opinion, the time has come to reappraise how best to accom- 
plish lethal defense suppression, The next Defense review 
is not scheduled until 1982. At that time Defense will 
consider entering production, ctle believe this is too long 
to wait for HARM to be reappraised, The approach used 
in the HARM program may not answer the servicess needs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS ~-_---~- 

Accordingly, we recommend that the S62cretar.y of Defense: 

--Determine the 1.etha.l defense s~~~~%es~i~~ capability 
needed within the defense suppressi.on mission area 
and evaluate HAEUks knclwn performance aqairist this 
requirement. 

--Initiate development pro$~rarns~ if RARM cannot; 
meet the requirement, to pravi.de the services a 
realistic* affoardable lethal. defense SLsppKession 
capability as SuOn as psssible, 

RECOMMENDATZON TO l_-_--ll--" _.- 
THE CONGRESS -----". 



AGENCY COMMENTS 

A draft of this report has been reviewed by representa- 
tives of the Department of Defense who furnished oral com- 
ments. The services believe the HARM program should continue 
because HARM would substantially improve their lethal defense 
suppression capabilities and alternatives would alm'ost 
involve starting a new acquisition program. We modified 
the report in accordance with the services' comments as 
appropriate. 



MAVSTAR SHOULD IMPROVE T@ EFFECTIVENESS -,."","---_- p--w 

OF MILITARY MISSIONS--COST HAS INCREASED --- 

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System has 
recently demonstrated that it can provide 
significantly more accurate navigation data 
than any current navigation system, is not 
deterred by adverse weather conditions, and 
has the potential to improve certain weapons 
delivery and coordinated operations. 

However, this space-based radio system, de- 
signed to provide users with three-dimensional 
position measurements in addition to time and 
velocity, has some unresolved problems which 
could have substantial implications. For 
example, current Soviet testing of an anti- 
satellite system could eventually result in 
a weapon which could threaten the survivabil- 
ity of our forces. The Department of Defense 
(DOD) should closely monitor this emerging 
Soviet threat and continue to assess its 
impact in developing and planning the NAVSTAR 
system. 

Another problem with the satellite's relia- 
bility emerged during the demonstration and 
validation phase when 80 percent of its atomic 
clocks turned on in space either failed or 
acted abnormally. If the clocks do not oper- 
ate properly, military users may not obtain 
the accurate navigation and position infor- 
mation needed. Solutions may have been found; 
however, they cannot be confirmed until the 
clocks operate reliably in space. Alternative 
solutions could cost millions of dollars. 

Beginning in 1983, DOD plans to use the Space 
Shuttle to launch the operational NAVSTAR satel- 
lites. However, Space Shuttle problems could 
delay its availability for supporting NAVSTAR 
and thus jeopardize a fully operational NAVSTAR 
by September 1987. Atlas or Titan boosters as 
an alternative could cost an additional $12 mil- 
lion to $38 million for each satellite launch 
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as compared to projected Space Shuttle launch 
costs. 

Acquiring and maintaining the NAVSTAR system 
through the year 2000 will cost an estimated 
$8.6 billion. Though significantly greater 
than reported previously, the current esti- 
mate includes several items that had not been 
included earlier such as Space Shuttle launch 
costs, user equipment procurement, and re- 
plenishment satellites. 

Because the cost of NAVSTAR far exceeds any 
expected savings from reducing DOD's use of 
other systems, NAVSTAR's implementation de- 
pends heavily on the benefits provided by its 
increased navigational accuracyl global cover- 
age, and other characteristics. Numerous DOD 
studies indicate that NAVSTAR should improve 
the effectiveness of military missions. 

GAO's January 1979 NAVSTAR report indicated 
that NAVSTAR-development was not started to 
satisfy unmet military needs or #operational 
deficiencies but rather to generally improve 
navigation capabilities. Despite the l‘ack 
of specific user needs, DOD had estimated 
there were many military users who would need 
NAVSTAR capabilities. Since then, however, 
the services have defined specific mission 
requirements for improved navigation accura- 
cies which are not met by any current navi- 
gation system or combination of systems. 
With few exceptions, these requirements will 
be satisfied by NAVSTAR. 
AGENCY COMMENTS 

A draft of this report was reviewed by agency 
officials associated with the management of 
the program, and their comments have been 
incorporated as appropriate. 
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LISTING OF OTHER RELATED REPORTS -__--_ ---____--__-___ 

ISSUED FROM MARCH 23 --L 1979, THROUGH MARCH 7, 1980 --- -..--- 

Report - title 
Report 
number -- 

improving Warship Survivability-- PSAD-79-43 
A Billion Dollar Pragram (SECRET) 

U.S. Air Defense Capabilities in 
Europe (SECRET) 

PSAD-79-27 

A New Approach is Needed for 
Weapon Systems Coproduction 
Programs Between the U.S. and 
Its Allies 

PSAD-79-24 

Army's XM-1 Tank PSAD-79-67 

Air Force Activities and Plans 
for Basing the MX Advanced 
ICBM Weapon System 

PSAD-79-76 

Navy's Ship Acquisition Process 

NATO's Theater Nuclear Forces 
Modernization 

PSAD-79-79 

PSAD-79-68 

Initial Assessment of the EF-111A 
Tactical Jamming System 
Continuing Development Program 
(SECRET) 

PSAD-79-74 4,'25/79 

Digests of Ma-jar Weapan System 
Reports Issued January and 
February 1979 

PSAD-79-64 

The Navy"s Strategic Communica- 
tions Systems --Need for Manage- 
ment Attention and Decision- 
making 

PSAD-79-48A 

Navy Surface Ship Electronic 
Warfare (SECRET) 

PsAD-79-78 

Aerial Fire Support Weapons: How 
Useful Would They Be in a 
European Conflict? (SECRET) 

PSAD-79-65 

Report 
date _____- 

3/23/79 

4/4/79 

4/12/79 

4/16/79 

4/18/79 

4/19/79 

4/20/79 

4/25/79 

5/2/79 

s/3/79 

6/11/79 
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Report title 

Military Services' Development 
Test and Evaluation 

Report Report 
number date -- 

PSAD-79-86 6/25/79 

The Multinational F-16 Aircraft PSAD-79-63 6/25/79 
Program: Its Progress and 
Concerns 

Evaluation of the Decision to PSAD-79-91 6/29/?9 
Begin Production of the Roland 
Missile System {SECRET) 

Information on Proposals Being PSAD-79-92 
Considered by the Air Force to 
Modernize the Strategic Bomber 
Force (SECRET) 

Progress in Strengthening Inter- PSAD-79-83 
diction Capabilities in the NATO 
Central Region (SECRET) 

Implementation of Major System PSAD-79-89 
Acquisition Process--A-log--Is 
Inconsistent Among Civil Agencies 

7/13/79 

7/26/79 

8/14/79 

Advanced Strategic Air Launched PSAD-79-101 8/10/79 
Missile 

Evaluation of the Decision to PSAD-79-100 8/17,'79 
Begin Production of the Roland 
Missile System 

Review of the Department of 
Defense"s Implementation of 
Procurement Reforms 

PSAD-79-106 g/25/79 

Need for a New International 
Fighter Aircraft (SECRET) 

PSAD-80-4 11/l/79 

Proprietary Cost and Schedule PSAD-80-4A 11/l/79 
Information on F-5G & F-16179 
Aircraft (SECRET) 

Electronic Warfare--Its Ramifi- C-PSAD-80-l u/9/79 
cations and Effects (SECRET1 

Army Operational Test and Eval- C-PSAD-80-2 11/13/79 
uation Needs Improvements 
6CONFIDENTIAL) 
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Report title 
Report 
number -__- 

Report 
date 

Lack of Full Disclosure of EF-11lA PSAD-80-16 12/4/79 
Program Cost 

Better Navy Management of Ship- PSAD-80-18 l/10/80 
building Contracts Could Save 
Millions of Dollars 

Financial Status of Major Federal PSAD-80-25 2,'12/80 
Acquisitions September 30, 1979 

How Good is Navy Force Planning? C-PSAD-80-5 2/13/80 
(SECRET) 

Is a Reassessment Needed of the C-PSAD-80-8 3/7/80 
Navy's Ability to Conduct Carrier 
Operations in High-Threat Areas? 
(SECRET) 
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